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Abstract: In this paper, we explore the use of network routing for production planning and control in manufacturing of complex industrial products. Such a product is the result of a joint effort of many manufacturing companies; each considered a collection of work centre nodes connected by transportation links forming a company-wide manufacturing network. Each company is, in turn considered a manufacturing node connected to other manufacturers by transportation links forming a distributed manufacturing network that produces the final product. We model the manufacturing network as a distribution network where the incoming and outgoing inventories of products are distinct nodes in addition to the work centre nodes. Production planning and control are done by minimizing the cost of handling all products in all work centre nodes. This formulation provides a scalable and flexible production planning and control scheme adhering to the networked structure of manufacturing of complex products. We apply the model to a company-wide manufacturing network as a first approach. A case study using the model demonstrates production planning using network routing at a manufacturer of ship propulsion engines.
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1 Introduction

Contemporary manufacturing industries relay on top-down production planning and control (PPC) executed via enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems possibly connected via various intermediate systems to the shop floor [1]. This vertical planning and control mechanism has served manufacturing plants well, especially within mass production industries. As the demand turns toward customized products, manufacturing needs to change their processes to incorporate production techniques such as postponement, agile and flexible manufacturing to satisfy their customers [2]. The proven PPC mechanisms, like standardization and lean, become less suitable while more flexible and dynamic mechanisms are called for. The general network paradigm offers flexible reconfigurable systems that can handle unstable and changing customer demands. We see the move towards networks by the increased focus on collaboration within integrated manufacturing networks [3, 4]. Such manufacturing systems allow rapid adjustments according to their production capacity and functionality needed especially by customer-centric manufacturers as engineer-to-order companies producing customer specific products [5, 6]. Historically, a single company executed the major portion of manufacturing operations needed to create a final product [7]. Over the years, companies found it cost efficient to specialize on core competencies while outsourcing supporting activities, and thus adding an increasing number of connections, resulting in a global network of manufacturers. Specialization on core activities followed by outsourcing of support activities have in effect turned manufacturers into assemblers since the major part of their product comes from suppliers, as can be seen from the large portion of the value creation that goes to purchasing. In the EU in 2015, the 2.1 million enterprises classified as manufacturers, spent in average 74% of their turnover on purchases of goods and services [8]. For manufacturers of highly complex specialized engineer-to-order products like ships, the procurement costs are typically around 80% of the total costs [9]. Generally, we recognize this as the 80/20 Pareto principle for all companies in the manufacturing sector resulting in 80% assembly and 20% physical transformation of materials or components. We see that the total manufacturing effort for a complex industrial product has become an assembly process involving a network of manufacturers. This is illustrated in Figure 1 in which the square blue node represents a manufacturer with four first-tier suppliers, of which each have sub-suppliers etc. The blue node is itself a first-tier supplier of two other manufacturers.
The efficient operation of such a distributed manufacturing network rely largely on the internet as a communication platform. Internet, a global distributed network, developed from first providing links between networks (i.e. inter-net), becomes a network-of-network nodes in which each node runs the entire IP-communication protocol stack. The Internet platform supports virtually all data communication needs. From local communication between tiny internet-enabled-objects (Internet-of-Things) in Cyber-Physical-Systems, to global communication in global production networks [11]. The global infrastructure of the internet provides a ubiquitous communication service platform available locally within manufacturers and within the global manufacturing network. The map of major Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in Figure 2 illustrates the ubiquitous global coverage of the internet platform. The granularity of internet-connected nodes is even finer than shown in Figure 2 since each ISP controls many IP-nodes. Thus, the internet forms a backbone onto which manufacturing networks operates, as described by e.g. the Digital Manufacturing Platforms for Connected Smart Factories reported by the European Commission [12].

In such a network environment, the traditional PPC regime of shop floors is less suitable. We propose to use network management algorithms to plan and control the manufacturing resources in nodes and the timing between nodes in order to transform raw materials into final products across a manufacturing network. In particular, and as a first approach, we do the routing part using distribution network routing. Within a manufacturing company, shop floor operations of grinding, milling, painting, etc. are executed in work centres connected by transportation systems like conveyor belts moving the semi-finished goods along the route through the shop floor. Modelling this as a network, allows us to move from the traditional PPC mechanisms to apply network management algorithms for PPC. By this, there are two alternative ways to handle PPC, one traditional shop floor regime of scheduling operations for each work centre, and another new approach by network routing algorithms for PPC. Below, we summarize the main characteristics of the two regimes.
Characteristics of traditional shop floor PPC scheduling following either the push or the pull style:

- **Push-style:** Plan utilization of available resources and release the material to the production line.
  - Hard to handle congestion
  - Supports shifts in demand
  - Hard to handle errors
  - Hard to handle scaling, especially in distributed manufacturing networks
- **Pull-style:** Control the release of the material by considering the status of work centres.
  - Supports congestion avoidance
  - Hard to handle shifts in production level
  - Hard to handle errors
  - Hard to handle scaling, especially in distributed manufacturing networks

Characteristics of a manufacturing network PPC:

- **Routing-style:** resources allocated along routes in the network onto which jobs are released if there is enough capacity.
  - Supports congestion avoidance
  - Supports shifts in demand
  - Supports dynamic reconfiguration by rerouting
  - Supports scaling across both in-house and inter-company manufacturing networks

We see that a manufacturing network PPC regime provides a potential to handle congestion, shifts in demand, reconfiguration and scaling in a better manner than the traditional shop floor PPC.

## 2 The Network Paradigm in Manufacturing

Manufacturing networks defined from a societal perspective describing manufacturers is a cluster of companies, for example [13]: “A modern manufacturing network is composed of cooperating OEM plants, suppliers and dealers that produce and deliver final products to the market.” Research on manufacturing networks has also appeared within operational management, starting within PPC in a single company for [14, 15, 16, 17]. Exemplified by [14]: “By manufacturing network we mean the plant or plants of the manufacturing firm and the relationships with external suppliers.” Multi-company manufacturing networks have gained attention, e.g. with work comparing operations of the internal manufacturing network with operations in the extended supply chain [18]. Within Industry 4.0, the combined efforts in an extended value chain is recognized. The horizontal integration in collaborative manufacturing networks balance risks while combining resources to expand market opportunities, and the companies can utilize available capacities more efficiently [2]. Figure 3 illustrates the development of manufacturing paradigms into manufacturing networks.

![Figure 3: Evolution of Manufacturing Paradigms. Adapted from [13].](image-url)

In the literature, we find little or no attention paid to the end-to-end PPC across the complete manufacturing network involved in making a single product. In light of the 80/20 Pareto distribution of external to internal operations, we look at manufacturing as an inherent distributed network in which network algorithms handles PPC routing. In doing so we define a manufacturing network as a composition of cooperating manufacturing nodes that produce final products to the market. This definition fits various levels of abstraction, from a network within a single machine, within a site, to within a global manufacturing network.
3 A Case Study: Network Routing at a Manufacturer of Ship Propulsion Engines

We studied a manufacturing company in order to get deeper insight in how routing is done in practice. The company is representative for medium sized companies regarding manufacturing processes, manufacturing environment, and competence. The company delivers systems to the maritime industry regionally and globally. They position themselves in the high-end segment of these markets, delivering technically advanced products with high quality. The production is a combination of make-to-order (MTO) and engineer-to-order (ETO), by engineering the product to some extent for production according to the specific customer’s needs. According to the CEO their production process can be considered as a standardized MTO process for around 80-90% of the manufactured product, leaving only 10-20% for ETO. However, the numbers are opposite when considering what constitutes their competitive power. I.e. 80-90% of their competitive power comes from the 10-20% ETO segment, supporting flexibility, short delivery time, and frequent changes of specifications during the manufacturing process. An additional factor observed is that over the last years, the after-market and services have increased in importance. Hence, the need for alternative routes for rerouting to gain flexibility is considered as high. Figure 4 shows the layout of the shop floor at the case company. Their layout organize work centres with respect to their functions and not based on the sequence of operations [19].

![Figure 4: Shop floor at the case company showing a route from outside stock, through sandblasting and priming, milling, grinding and to an internal storage before assembly work centres.](image)

At the case company, many products have at least one alternative route, but for some large complex products, there is only one route. Currently, the routing at the case company is configured in the ERP system. To illustrate, for the Gear axle product (P1), two possible routes are available. Route one consist of 60 minutes processing at Work Centre M57, followed by 30 minutes processing at Work Centre M60. The alternative Route two consists of 100 minutes processing time at Work Centre M54, followed by 20 minutes processing at Work Centre M47. Processing times at nodes includes necessary set-up time. If route one is not available then route two is the only existing alternative for this product. Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the two different routes for the Gear axle.

![Figure 5: Two different routes for the Gear axle product.](image)
Managers on the shop floor typically decide to reroute in case problems occur or if they see the need for moving products from one work centre to another.

Another example involves routing via an external subassembly manufacturer. The product Rotor part (P2) have three alternative routes. Route 1 is in-house production with 60 minutes processing time in Work Centre M54, followed by 30 minutes processing in Work Centre M60. The alternative route 2 consist of 80 minutes processing time in Work Centre M57, followed by 30 minutes processing in Work Centre M60. Route 3 is outsourcing the production to an external manufacturer “Outsourced”, followed by 15 minutes internal quality control. Figure 6 shows a graphical representation of the three different routes for the Rotor part product.

![Figure 6: Example of routing alternatives](image)

4 A Manufacturing Network Model for Planning and Control

We can model this shop-floor problem as a distribution network defining the incoming and the outgoing inventories of products as separate nodes in the same manner as the work centre nodes. Parameters and variables are defined as:

- $N$: Set of nodes
- $P$: Set of products
- $c_{jp}$: Cost incurred for one unit of product $p$ on node $j$
- $q_j$: Capacity at node $j$
- $b_{ij}$: Capacity on link between node $i$ and node $j$
- $d_{jp}$: Demand of product $p$ at node $j$
- $r_{jp}$: Resource used for handling one unit of product $p$ at node $j$
- $X_{ijp}$: Amount of product $p$ transported between nodes $i$ and $j$

The network is defined as $(N \times N \times P)$ with links of all products between all node combinations. However, not all connections should be possible, and these are defined with zero capacity to prevent any transport on the links. Hence, the mathematical model has the following form:

$$\text{minimize} \sum_{p \in P} \sum_{j \in N} c_{jp} \sum_{i \in N} X_{ijp}$$

Such that

$$\sum_{i \in N} X_{ijp} - \sum_{k \in N} X_{jkp} = d_{jp} \quad \forall j \in N, \forall p \in P$$

$$\sum_{p \in P} \sum_{i \in N} r_{jp} X_{ijp} \leq q_j \quad \forall j \in N$$

$$\sum_{p \in P} X_{ijp} \leq b_{ij} \quad \forall i, j \in N$$

$$X_{ijp} \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \quad \forall i, j \in N, \forall p \in P$$

The objective function (1) states that we should minimize the cost of handling all products in all nodes. The cost can be related to the resource used ($r_{jp}$), but it can also include other elements like use of raw materials, products and other commodities. Due to the diversity of machines, such costs could be different for handling the various products in different nodes.
Constraints (2) specify that for each product, the difference between the flow into a node and the flow out of the same node, should meet the demand of the node. The demand is defined as a negative value (number of units) at the incoming inventory nodes, and a positive value (the same number of units) at the outgoing inventory nodes. At the workstation nodes, the demand is defined as zero, ensuring a balance of products sent in and out from the node.

Constraints (3) state that the capacity at each node should not be exceeded, while constraints (4) ensure that the capacity at the links is met. Impossible links are defined with zero capacity, preventing any transport on these, while the possible links are defined with a capacity sufficiently high. At last, constraints (5) ensure non-negativity and integer on all $X$-variables.

5 Application of the Model at the Case Company

Figure 7 shows the generic layered network for the production of the example products Gear axle ($P_1$) and Rotor part ($P_2$). The leftmost nodes 1 and 2 represent the starting states, labelled staging. The rightmost nodes 9 and 10 represent end states of the products, labelled Storage. No processing takes place within these start and end nodes. The inner nodes 3 through 8 represent work centres, performing some form of processing or transformation of the products. The resource centres can, in principle, be either internal or external to the company. The model can easily be scaled to handle any number of work centres and products, both within one company, but also including several companies in a network. However, for large networks, there might be a problem to find the optimal solution by exact optimization methods. In such cases, heuristics can be designed to identify good solutions as shown in [20] for a related routing problem.

![Figure 7: Generic layered network model for the production of two products, $P_1$ and $P_2$.](image)

From the defined routes in Figures 5 and 6, it is clear that not all connections in Figure 7 are relevant for the two example products. There are two routes for the Gear axle product $P_1$, and three routes for the Rotor part product $P_2$. Figure 8 shows the network model of the possible routes for the example products.

![Figure 8: Network model of the alternative product routes for the case company. The individual routes are labelled with product- and route number.](image)

6 Numerical Setup

Table 1 lists work centres processing times in minutes for each product as deducted from Figure 5 and 6. Work centres are operating for 8 hours daily; hence, the capacity over the eight-hour planning horizon is 480 minutes for each work centre.
Table 1: Work centres processing times in minutes for products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Work Centre Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gear axle (P₁)</td>
<td>100  60    -     20  30   -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor part (P₂)</td>
<td>60   80    200   -  30   15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 summarises the possible production routes together with the route cost expressed as total processing times in minutes for each combination of product and route. For each product, routes are numbered from lowest to highest processing time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Route cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P₁R₁</td>
<td>X - - X X - - X - X -</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₁R₂</td>
<td>X - X - - X - X - X -</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₂R₁</td>
<td>- X X - - X - - X - X</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₂R₂</td>
<td>- X X - - X - - X - X</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₂R₃</td>
<td>- X - - - X - - X - X</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Node cost $c_{jp}$ equals resource usage $r_{jp}$ in this example. However, resource usage might be any arbitrary function reflecting the value of the resources consumed. Furthermore, link capacities $b_{ij}$ are equal to a sufficiently large value for all links participating in a route. Hence, link capacities do not restrict flow in this example case.

7 Analysis

The distribution network was modelled in Excel and solved using Frontline’s Analytic Solver Platform for three scenarios, representing low, medium and high demand for the product P₂, while the demand for product P₁ is kept constant at 5 units in all scenarios. When demand is low (P₁ = 5 and P₂ = 7) all demand is processed along the primary route for both products. For P₁ this means that the demanded quantity of 5 units follows route P₁R₁ through nodes 1-4-7-9. Similarly, for P₂ the selected route P₂R₁ is 2-3-7-10 for all 7 units.

When demand is medium (P₁ = 5 and P₂ = 10) the demand for P₁ continues to use the same route as before. However, the processing of P₂ is now distributed between two alternative routes. A number of 8 units along its route P₂R₁ through nodes 2-3-7-10 as before, and a number of 2 following its route P₂R₂ through nodes 2-4-7-10.

Finally, when the demand increases to high (P₁ = 5 and P₂ = 12) the demand and route for P₁ continues to be the same as before. However, the processing of P₂ is now distributed between three alternative routes, of which one goes through an external supplier. 8 units follows its route P₂R₁ through nodes 2-3-7-10, 2 units follows route P₂R₂ through nodes 2-4-7-10, and 2 units follows route P₂R₃ through nodes 2-5-8-10.

From the above scenarios, it is evident that as long as the demand for both products is low, default routes are used for both products. When demand increases beyond the capacities of the default routes, alternative routes are being selected, allowing utilization of unused production capacity.

Table 3: Available and used processing capacity for the Gear axle and Rotor part

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available capacity</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used capacity-low demand (P₁ = 5 and P₂ = 7)</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used capacity-medium demand (P₁ = 5 and P₂ = 10)</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used capacity-high demand (P₁ = 5 and P₂ = 12)</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Conclusion

We have proposed a network routing model for production planning and control in manufacturing of complex industrial products. Using a network model paradigm provides a potential for more flexible and robust production, improved
utilization of capacities, shorter lead times, improved overview of facilities usage and unused capacity. We developed a distribution network model of the manufacturing network where the routing part of production planning and control were done by minimizing the cost of handling products by work centre nodes. We demonstrated the applicability of the model by a case study of a manufacturer of ship propulsion engines in which we found routes for the production of two products. This network model paradigm for ETO/MTO production is a step on the path towards a future with decentralized dynamic routes of Industry 4.0.
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